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I kissed SharI kissed Shara Wheeler : aa Wheeler : a
nonovvelel
by Casey McQuiston
When her rival, prom queen Shara
Wheeler, kisses her and disappears,
leaving behind cryptic notes, Chloe
Green hunts for answers and
discovers there is more to this small
town than she thought—and maybe

more to Shara, as well. 300,000 first printing.
Simultaneous and eBook.

HeartstHeartstopper. Vopper. Volume 1olume 1
by Alice Oseman
A heartwarming celebration of
friendship, first love and coming out
follows the unlikely relationship
between a shy teen and a popular
rugby player who become more than
friends while navigating the ups and
downs of high school. By the author

of Radio Silence. Simultaneous and eBook.
Illustrations.

She gets the girlShe gets the girl
by Rachael Lippincott
When shy, awkward Molly Parker and
outspoken Alex Blackwood devise a
five-step plan to get the girls they like
to fall for them, they both begin to
wonder if maybe they are the ones
falling... for each other

Ander & Santi wAnder & Santi were here : aere here : a
nonovvelel
by Jonny Garza Villa
When their parents hire Santiago
Garcia, a hot new waiter, nonbinary
teen Ander Lopez immediately falls in
love, and through Santi's eyes,
understands everything they are and
want to be as an artist, until the

outside world creeps in, threatening everything.
75,000 first printing. Simultaneous eBook.

PetPet
by Akwaeke Emezi
A girl and her best friend confront
difficult choices in the face of a home
city in denial when they meet a being
who exposes the community's willful
disbelief about the existence of
monsters. A first young adult novel by
the award-winning authors of

Freshwater.

Felix eFelix evver afer aftterer
by Kacen Callender
Felix Love, a transgender seventeen-
year-old, attempts to get revenge by
catfishing his anonymous bully, but
lands in a quasi-love triangle with his
former enemy and his best friend

TThe dos and donuts ohe dos and donuts of lof lovvee
by Adiba Jaigirdar
Competing on a televised baking
competition in the hope of bringing
much-needed attention to her
parents' beloved donut shop, Shireen
Malik finds things heating up when
her fellow contestants include her ex-
girlfriend and her new crush, as well

as a saboteur. 40,000 first printing. Simultaneous
eBook.

TThe black flamingohe black flamingo
by Dean Atta
A fierce coming-of-age novel about
identity and the liberating power of
drag follows the experiences of a
mixed-race teen in London who
struggles to connect with his heritage
before coming out and establishing
his place in Drag Society
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